CLINICS FOR ASIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES IN CHICAGO

1. Chicago Volunteer Legal Services supports legal clinics with volunteers from Chinese American Bar Association (CABA):
   a. Chinatown Pro Bono Clinic at Chinese American Service League
      2141 Tan Court, Chicago, 60616 (Managing attorney, Ms. Kim Leung; currently remote operations, by appointment only, (888) 764-6125); and
   b. Lawyers Helping Our Community (virtual/online, www.cvls.org)
      (LHOC targets Chinese American businesses with COVID related issues, by appointment only).

2. Apna Ghar Family Law Clinic
   4350 N. Broadway, Chicago 60613
   (targets South Asian community, by appointment only, 773-883-4663)

3. South Asian Bar Association of Chicago (a CVLS clinic)
   (Indo-American Cyriac Kappil Clinic, 6328 N. California, Chicago 60659
   (773) 973-4444, ext. 124.

4. Kan-Win (kanwin.org)
   Legal Advocacy Program for domestic violence, orders of protection and immigration and support for crisis intervention, 24 hour # (773) 583-0880.

5. AAAJ (Asian Americans Advancing Justice)
   Provides access to nation-wide AAJA network: immigration clinic by appointment only; housing, workers’ rights & criminal justice (415) 896-1701; national security and civil rights (415) 848-7714.

6. Chinese Mutual Aid (CMAA)
   1016 W. Argyle St., Chicago, 60640 (773) 784-2900, http://www.chinesemutualaid.org
   e-mail: info@chinesemutualaid.org
   Offering “pop-up” legal aid seminars with Filipino American Lawyers Association (FALA):
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